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FRESH WARHOL TAKE IS PERFECT WINTER READING 
 

Speaking directly to the pop icon's ghost, Megan Volpert dives into a completely 
charted yet utterly unknown ocean that is Andy Warhol.  The resulting collection of 
love letters and hate mail audaciously perforates the scene of the usual cultural 
suspects with icy shrapnel in a terrifying mirror game.  This is not a biography, but a 
book that reflects Andy--detects him, the Andy who deflects. 
 
Working into territory that channels the essay as its more radical practitioners 
imagine, Volpert revives the prose poem and rethinks herself.  As the idea of a "real" 
Andy begins to decay, the author learns to invent him and discovers herself 
everywhere.  Remaking this mythic man in the image of her own baggage, Volpert 
gives us her most personal writing to date and a striking truth: everybody becomes 
Andy.  
 
EILEEN MYLES SAYS: 
 
"What Megan made is so smart--an obsessive poet's collage of homage of deftly felt 
& cut opinion.  It's an unvague Andy!" 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 
 
Megan Volpert holds an MFA in Creative Writing from Louisiana State University and 
teaches high school English in Atlanta.  She has been in competition at the National 
Poetry Slam and is Co-Director of the Atlanta Queer Literary Festival.  She drives a 
scooter and listens to rock n roll.  This is her fourth book.  Predictably, her website is 
meganvolpert.com. 
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ABOUT THE PRESS: 
 
The mission of Sibling Rivalry Press is to develop, publish, and promote outlaw 
artistic talent.  We welcome manuscripts that push boundaries, sing sweetly, or 
inspire us to perform karaoke in drag.  We are also home to Assaracus, the world's 
only print journal devoted to contemporary gay poetry. Not much makes us flinch.  
Learn more at siblingrivalrypress.com. 
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REVIEW COPIES AVAILABLE:  
siblingrivalrypress@gmail.com 
 
 
PRE-ORDER BEGINS HALLOWEEN: 
siblingrivalrypress.bigcartel.com 
All pre-orders 20% off 
First 50 pre-orders include free audiobook 
 
 
VIEW THE BOOK TRAILER: 
http://youtu.be/YYKNBJ9dimQ  
 
 
AUTHOR AVAILABLE FOR INTERVIEWS: 
PHONE: (847) 894-0380 
EMAIL: meganvolpert@hotmail.com 
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